## Song to a Seagull
- Cactus Tree
- The Dwarftreader
- I Had a King
- Marcie
- Michael from Mountains
- Nathan La Franeeer
- Night in the City
- The Pirate of Penance
- Sisotoubell Lane
- Song to a Seagull

## Clouds
- Both Sides Now
- Chelsea Morning
- The Fiddle and the Drum
- The Gallery
- I Don’t Know Where I Stand
- I Think I Understand
- Roses Blue
- Songs to Aging Children Come
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## Ladies of the Canyon
- The Arrangement
- Big Yellow Taxi
- Blue Boy
- The Circle Game
- He Comes for Conversation
- He Played Real Good for Free
- Ladies of the Canyon
- Morning Morgantown
- The Priest Song
- Rainy Night House
- Willie
- Woodstock
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